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Focus: regional expansion of a 
global TIMES model
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• Expansion of a 15-region TIAM model to 21 regions and then 36 regions

Insights from increasing the spatial resolution of 
a global TIMES model
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17 regions for Africa

Sources: Kober et al. 2014 and van der Zwaan et al. 2018: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2018.03.017

Figure 1: Regional GHG emissions [Gt CO2e]
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• IEA energy balances and national stats
• Platts power plant database and complementary databases
• Regional data sources / complementary models
• IRENA renewables data
• UN and WB statistics and outlooks

Data source management
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National statistical 
source data

Regional conversion Veda input files



Region mapping
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• Separate model structure and region-specific 
data as far as possible 

• Apart from energy balance data (BY-Templ), 
further calibration data in scenario files

• Common structures in Veda xls input files

• Reconstruction of demand projection file

Restructuring of TIAM model data
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Enabling GIS-based electricity access analysis
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Sources: Dalla Longa et al. 2018: https://doi.org/10.1007/s10666-018-9627-1;
Dalla Longa and van der Zwaan 2021: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rser.2020.110399

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10666-018-9627-1
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rser.2020.110399


Focus temporal resolution of 
TIMES modelling
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Low intra-annual resolution can lead to:
- Underestimation of flexibility needs in integrating renewable energy
- Overestimation of renewable penetration
- Underestimation of renewable energy sources system integration cost

The need to increase timeslices is well known
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Hyp: 288 TS
4 seasons
x 3 days per season
x 24h per day
Approach:
Average days/hours

Hyp-A: 8TS
4 seasons
x 2ts per season 

(day/night)
Approach:
Average days/hours

Electricity generation profiles
Electricity system costTwo Hypotheses examined:

Sources: 
Kannan, R., Turton, H., 2013: A Long-Term Electricity Dispatch Model with the TIMES Framework.  Environ Model Assess (2013) 18:325–343, DOI 10.1007/s10666-012-9346-y

Kannan, R., Turton, H, Panos, E., 2015: Methodological Significance of Temporal Granularity in Energy-Economic Models—Insights from the MARKAL/TIMES Framework, 
Informing Energy and Climate Policies Using Energy Systems Models pp 185-200, https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-16540-0_11

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-16540-0_11


• Selection of timeslices via representative days (using Kris Poncelet’s tool) – UK TIMES

But, how the timeslices are chosen is critical and 
the model’s structure plays a role
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Sources: 
Dodds, P.  (2019). Comparison of timeslicing approaches: a case study using UK TIMES. ETSAP Workshop June 2019, 
https://iea-etsap.org/workshop/paris_june2019/023%20-%20paul_dodds_timeslicing_etsap_paris_2019.pdf

1TS:
1 timeslice ANNUAL

6TS:
3 seasons (WIN, SUM, INT)
x 2 ts per season (Day/Night)

16TS:
4 seasons 
x 4 ts per season

192TS:
4 seasons 
x 1 day per season
x 12ts per day

https://iea-etsap.org/workshop/paris_june2019/023%20-%20paul_dodds_timeslicing_etsap_paris_2019.pdf


In the BEAM-ME project with the use of HPC large 
TIMES instances examined to find a “sweet spot”
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When the timeslice tree is based on averaging increasing the resolution it partially avoids averaging of VRES
Beyond a point there is no significant improvement in solution to justify the computational overhead

y = 1.5621e0.0021x

R² = 0.97780
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Solution «accuracy» does not improve beyond 672 ts288TS:
4 seasons 
x 4 days per season
x 24h per day

672TS:
4 seasons 
x 7 days per season (a week)
x 24h per day

2016TS:
4 seasons 
x 21 days per season (3 weeks)
x 24h per day

Sources: 
Panos, E.  (2019). Acceleration strategies for speeding up the solution time of the TIMES energy systems model generator, 30th European Conference on 
Operational Research, Dublin 2019, https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/2019-07/EPanos_EURO2019_Conference.pdf

https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/2019-07/EPanos_EURO2019_Conference.pdf


Selecting with representative days seems to 
produce good fit of the load curve
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Sources: 
Panos, E.  (2019). Acceleration strategies for speeding up the solution time of the TIMES energy systems model generator, 30th European Conference on 
Operational Research, Dublin 2019, https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/2019-07/EPanos_EURO2019_Conference.pdf

MILP tool from Kris Poncelet to minimize the difference between the actual and approximated curve(s) 
Selecting days in a hierarchical way to improve convergence and maintain chronology
Sensitive to the number and type of curves and the number of regions (weights can be used)

https://www.psi.ch/sites/default/files/2019-07/EPanos_EURO2019_Conference.pdf


Stochastic approaches can also improve accuracy 
with a low number of timeslices
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Sources: 
Seljom P., Tomasgrad, A. (2015). Short-term uncertainty in long-term energy system models —
A case study of wind power in Denmark, Energy Economics (49), 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0140988315000419

Ringkjøb C., Haugan, P., Seljom, P., Lind, A., Wagner, F., Mesfun, S. (2020). Short-term solar and 
wind variability in long-term energy system models - A European case study. 
Energy (209), https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360544220314845

Coarse deterministic models underestimate costs, emissions and 
flexibility needs
Stochastic model preferred over deterministic models with much 
higher resolution

2-stage stochastic tree 
(2nd stage includes wind/solar variability)

Comparison deterministic-stochastic

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0140988315000419
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360544220314845


Non-symmetric timeslices within a year
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32           +     24         = 56 ts

Possibility to have hourly resolution with 56 timeslices
VRE and flexibility can be assessed for the critical days/hours

Sources: 
Hamasaki H., Kanudia, A., (2019). Non-symmetric timeslices approach to model flexibility
mechanisms. ETSAP workshop winter 2019. https://iea-
etsap.org/workshop/newcastle_dec2019/006-Hamasaki_1912IEA_ETSAP_01.pdf

https://iea-etsap.org/workshop/newcastle_dec2019/006-Hamasaki_1912IEA_ETSAP_01.pdf


• Straightforward increase of resolution via averaging is easy to implement but does not eliminate the “smoothing” in VRES output

• Straightforward selection of representative days via joint probability distribution of the load and VRES generation can capture 
variability well but it loses chronology

• Kris Poncelet’s tool based on representatitve historical periods allows for sampling the joint probability distribution by maintaining 
chronology but it is sensitive on how the selection is made

• Stochastic programming helps in capturing variability with limited number of timeslices, and can be computationally efficient if
probabilities in the scenario tree are carefully chosen

• Non-symmetric timeslices are computationally efficient, but they should be carefully selected to avoid based decisions on extreme 
cases (suitable for robust solutions)

• However, increasing the number of timeslices is not the only mechanism we have in TIMES, with other approaches including:
- Implementation of residual load curves https://iea-etsap.org/docs/TIMES-RLDC-Documentation.pdf
- Implementation of dispatching constraints https://iea-etsap.org/docs/TIMES_Dispatching_Documentation.pdf
- Implementation of ancillary services markets https://iea-etsap.org/projects/TIMES-BS-Documentation.pdf

Conclusions
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Sources: 
Collins S., Deane JP, Poncelet K., Panos E., Pietzcker R., Delarue E., Ó Gallachóir B (2017). Integrating short term variations of the power system into integrated energy system models: A methodological review. Renewable 
and Sustainable Energy Reviews (76) https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364032117304264#f0025

https://iea-etsap.org/docs/TIMES-RLDC-Documentation.pdf
https://iea-etsap.org/docs/TIMES_Dispatching_Documentation.pdf
https://iea-etsap.org/projects/TIMES-BS-Documentation.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364032117304264
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Wir schaffen Wissen – heute für morgen

Contact: 
Tom.Kober@psi.ch,
Evangelos.panos@psi.ch
www.psi.ch/eem

Thanks go to:

• Bob van der Zwaan
• Francesco Dalla Longa
• Kannan Ramachandran
• Pernille Seljom
• Paul Dodds
• Hiroshi Hamasaki
• Amit Kanudia 

mailto:Tom.Kober@psi.ch
mailto:Evangelos.panos@psi.ch
http://www.psi.ch/eem


Time-slice tool for capturing the characteristics of 
intermittent renewables from Kris Poncelet
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https://iea-etsap.org/projects/Timeslicetool%20V1.zip

Case study: Selecting 288 timeslices in 4 seasons, 3 days/season, 24h/days

1

We give to the tool the load curves on which we base the TS selection
Weigting curves is possible 
In the example we select only from summer

2
We initialise the tool to select 3 days out of the potential 92 days 
in summer, with an hourly resolution i.e. 24 DAYNITE timeslices 3 We press the button to solve the MILP 

problem and get the tree with the three 
selected days (they are given as seasons)

4 Repeat 1-3 for the rest of the seasons


